IELTS Speaking Practice

Topic —— China

SECTION 1:
Students will be asked general questions about the topic. Students should
answer these questions in complete sentences. The answer of each
question should include at least 2 reasons. The answer should be for about 1
minute.
 Do numbers have any special number meanings in China?
Clue: This is a Yes or No answer so try think if numbers have meanings in your
country.
Clue: Give some meanings of these numbers according to your country’s in
interpretation.
Student Answer:

 Do you think flowers are important to Chinese people?
Clue: Answer the question by Yes or No and assess whether flowers are
important to your people.
Clue: Enumerate some flowers and their meanings
Student Answer:
 Do birds have any special meanings in your country?
Clue: This is a Yes or No answer try to remember if birds have a meaning in China.
Clue: Elaborate your answer by telling the name of the bird and its symbol to your
country.
Student Answer:

SECTION 2:
Students will be given one minute to think about the answer. After preparation,
they can explain their ideas about the topic for 1 ½ to 2 minutes.
Talk about a symbolic object in your country.
Students should say:
 What symbolic object it is
Clue: State a symbolic item that can be found in your country.
Clue: Specify when this object was originated. Here are some examples:(Tell
the era or dynasty when this object became symbolic. Year when this object
was used.)

 When this item became symbolic
Clue: Specify when this object was originated. Here are some examples:(Tell the
era or dynasty when this object became symbolic. Year when this object was
used.)
 Where the piece can be found
Clue: Share where this object is located.
• Temples
• Museum
• Parks

 How it became emblematic
Clue: Briefly discuss how you this object became important to your country.
Here are some examples:
• Usefulness
• Due to significant event
• Based on legends
 Why this object became symbolic
Clue: Share the reason why this object became symbolic in China.
Student Answer:

SECTION 3:
In this part, you should answer the questions right away. Please answer it
in a more detailed and abstract way. Your answer for each question
should last for about 1 minute.
 Why do you think Chinese names must have meanings?
 How to choose good names to Chinese kids?
 Are there any important traditions about giving children their names in
China?

